; Supplemental Table S1 and Movies are available at http://www. developmentalcell.com/cgi/content/full/5/5/723/DC1).
at 25ЊC (Figures 1 and 2 ; see Supplemental Table S1 for Supplemental Table S1 ). The interphase SPB migrates tal Table S2 ). However, the broad equatorial bands of Table S2 ). Normal localization of Myo2p and Rng2p to the broad equatorial band and contractile ring depends on Mid1p.
Constriction and Disassembly of the Contractile Ring
The mid1 ., 2000) .
weak, motile fluorescent dots, perhaps improperly assembled Rng2p from a previous cell cycle ( Figure 7D) . Second, the fluorescence intensity of Rng2p, Cdc12p, Myp2p does not depend on septins for localizing to temperature dependence and high activation energy. The gaps in our knowledge noted in the following sumthe contractile ring. Myp2p localizes normally to the mary make the point that understanding the mechanism contractile ring in spn1⌬ cells ( Figure 7E ). This deletion of cytokinesis will require extensive analysis of molecuprevents all other septins from localizing to the equator lar interactions as well as continuing work at the cellular and delays separation (J. Pringle, personal communilevel. We focus on 12 contractile ring proteins but recogcation).
nize that other proteins contribute to cytokinesis includMyo2p localizes to the contractile ring in the absence ing Arp2/3 complex ( Figure 7F ; n ϭ 15 cells). We tested for depenis joined by conventional myosin-II (Myo2p, Cdc4p, and dence on the SIN pathway using temperature-sensitive Rlc1p) and IQGAP Rng2p, followed by PCH protein mutation in a SIN pathway kinase, cdc7-24. In a cdc7-Cdc15p and formin Cdc12p. Equatorial accumulation of 24 strain at the restrictive temperature of 36ЊC, 9 out of these proteins depends on Mid1p but not actin fila-12 cells continue to form broad bands and rings of GFPments. Direct interactions of these proteins with Mid1p Myo2p (Figure 7G ; Supplemental Movie 6), but these would be the simplest mechanism, but adapters may rings usually collapse into a dot and persist for 38-160 be involved. The delay between the formation of the min and no septal material appears at the equator within broad band of Mid1p and the association of these other 3 hr (Figure 7G, DIC) . This confirms that the SIN pathway proteins (already present in the cytoplasm) shows that is inactive. Thus, the SIN pathway is required for conan uncharacterized mechanism inhibits these interacstriction of the contractile ring and septation but not for tions until the G2/M transition. Unmasking or maturation localization of Myo2p at the equator. 
